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POWERED ACCESS HIRE,
SALES AND INDUSTRY
& CONSTRUCTION TRAINING

A PLATFORM
FOR THE FUTURE
AFI Conference 2018

A

ttitude, Focus,
Innovation.

The themes for the second AFI
annual conference held at the
Belfry Hotel & Golf Resort in early
September. The two-day event lived
up to its promises to be another
thought-provoking, informative and
enjoyable event. We were honoured
to have some of the leading experts
within their respective fields from
our industry joining us as our
speakers for the day, sharing their
knowledge, experience and insights.
Our industry is constantly changing,
some of the changes are a welcomed
development in technology, health,
safety and welfare, others are
driven by political
and legislative
factors. AFI is a
relatively small part
of the construction
landscape, but we
hope, a critical part
of the supply chain.

safety when working at height,
innovation and mental health issues
within the construction industry,
was better than we could ever
have hoped for and has stimulated
refreshing new dialogue about how
we can improve processes in the
construction sector and confront the
coming challenges. Again, we tackled
the issue of health as well as safety.
Over 150 delegates heard from a
line-up of engaging and thoughtleading speakers who didn’t just offer
commentary on the issues being
faced by the sector, but real insight
into the steps needed to provide
solutions and practical planning for its
changing landscape.
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The event concluded with the
delegates enjoying, a turn on the
golf simulator, fine dining and
conversations with guest speaker
Alastair Campbell. Many stayed
and joined us for a competitive day
on the world-famous Belfry Derby
course. Read more on pages 4-5.

The response to
last year’s inaugural
conference, where
we focused the
conversation on
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AFI opens flagship depot in Birmingham

A

FI has further strengthened its UK coverage by opening a flagship
depot on a 2.2 acre site in Birmingham. The new purpose-built
depot which will be AFI’s largest depot in size, features offices, training
facilities, a large workshop, a fully floodlit yard and dedicated cleaning
area for over 300 machines in the depot’s fleet.
Hire Team
Our local team in Birmingham
pride themselves in advising
customers on high quality
powered access machine hire,
sales and training. They support
every step of your hire, from
site surveys, placing your order,
keeping you updated on delivery
through to off-hire and collection.
Engineering Facilities
15,000 sq ft of workshop space
is home to the depot engineering
team, who carry out pre-delivery
inspections (PDIs), services,
LOLER inspections, repairs and
manufacturer updates on our
growing fleet of rental machines.
Training Facilities
Our successful UTN training
centre has also moved to this
depot, bringing our Birmingham
operation all into one location.
Training courses run from the
new facility include IPAF, PASMA,
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IOSH, NEBOSH, New Roads
and Street Works courses, as well
as other Health & Safety related
courses.
We service customers in
Birmingham, Coventry, Dudley,
Stoke, Salop, Telford, Worcester,
Walsall, and Wolverhampton
areas. The depot management
team is led by Matt Fisher,
Regional Operations Manager,
John Hall, Regional Sales Manager
and Richard Porter, Sales Manager.
AFI Birmingham
2 Albion Road
Off Brandon Way
West Bromwich
West Midlands
B70 8BD
Telephone:
0121 525 7226
Email: birmingham.depot@
afi-group.co.uk

AFI Director Nick Higgins
said:
“The purpose-built Birmingham
depot is born out of our
commitment to invest in stateof-the-art facilities that meet the
needs of the changing landscape
in the construction industry.
This new flagship depot will
accommodate the growing needs
of our expanding customer base
in the UK.”

In recent years we have made
significant investments in facilities,
hire fleet, and people. We as
a group have expanded to 30
locations in the UK, and five in
the Middle East. We now have a
fleet of more than 7,000 powered
access machines and provide
training for more than 25,000
people each year.

Views of AFI MEWP
Familiarisation and Emergency
Lowering videos on the up

V

iews of AFI’s
award-winning
Familiarisation and
Emergency Lowering
videos are continuing to
increase in 2018 and have
now been viewed over
80,000 times since their
launch in June 2016.

The videos are aimed at
operators and other ground
personnel, taking them through
the Familiarisation procedures
that need to take place before
operating a MEWP, and the
Emergency Lowering procedure
should they need to use it.
Any operator, supervisor, project
manager or safety manager can
view the videos on a smart device
by
scanning
a QR
code
on the
machine

or by viewing them online at:
www.afi-uplift.co.uk/fam
Customers now receive the
familiarisation link as part of the
hire process and you can add the
link to your website, so that staff
or sub-contractors can have prefamiliarisation before the MEWP
even gets to site. The videos are
also used by principal contractors
as part of their induction
process or method statement
to demonstrate that they have
taken steps to ensure machine
familiarisation.
This valuable safety service
is freely available and mobile

friendly. They are useful for
those operating machines but
also those in control of those
working/operating one on
site. A key contributory factor
to MEWP operator accidents,
incidents and fatalities is a lack of
familiarisation about the machine
they are operating and a lack of
knowledge about the emergency
rescue procedures. In 2017 we
extended the range of machine
familiarisation videos by producing
videos to cover self-drive truck
and track mounts from our
Wilson Access fleet.

It is the employer’s responsibility to ensure that all operators
using equipment are adequately trained and familiarised to
comply with current health and safety legislation. Further
information can be found on the IPAF website: ipaf.org/en/
resource-library/familiarisation-f1

New website
portal for Wilson
Access
W
ilson Access
have launched
a new website portal
to enable their
growing customer
base to book
machines, manage
their account online
and hire machines
through the site.
Account holders are
also able to hire AFIUplift MEWPs through
the Wilson Access
The easy way to manage
portal.
your account online

Register for your online
account today at:
www.wilsonaccess.co.uk
or call 0844 288 9338

In response to
customer suggestions,
we have simplified
and improved the
user experience and made the
site more user friendly for all our
customers. Key developments
include:

• An express checkout facility to
make machine ordering even
quicker and more convenient
• A repeat order function so
that customers can reorder the
same machines for the same
location but with new dates

Always
within reach

ORDER
& PAY

HIRE
REPORTS

DELIVERY &
COLLECTIONS

• A fully responsive web portal
making it much easier to use
on a mobile as well as PCs and
tablets.

PRE DELIVERY
INSPECTIONS

FINANCIAL
INFORMATION

Book machines & manage your Wilson Access
account online, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year,
keeping you in control at the click of a button.

FAMILIARISATION
VIDEOS

As well as being able to order
online, customers can see real
time information about invoices,
statements, the hire contract,
delivery and collection notes,
damage and breakdown reports,
along with PDI notes and LOLER
certificates - at any time of the
day or night, 365 days a year.
Wilson Access has also
extended its track mount fleet
with significant investments so
far in 2018. The track market
has developed greatly over
recent years, mainly due to the
manufacturers developing machine
capabilities such as increased reach
heights and outreach whilst still
maintaining low weight machines

and narrow and compact designs.
This means that track mounts are
extremely versatile as they can be
used in indoor applications and on
delicate flooring. Other important
track mount developments
include remote control
manoeuvring, memory functions
and self-levelling outrigger set
up systems. As a result of this
increased versatility, we have
seen an increase in demand for
tracked access platforms from
across the AFI group customer
base. Machine familiarisation
videos for a selection of the track
mount fleet are now also available
through the web portal at:
www.wilsonaccess.co.uk/
familiarisation
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A PLATFORM
FOR THE FUTURE
AFI Conference 2018 - Attitude Focus and Innovation

A

fter registration and refreshments at the wonderful Belfry Hotel & Resort, the seminar
started with a warm welcome and introduction from the host Brian Parker, AFI Business
Development Manager (Technical Support) Grad IOSH MIIRSM.

Speakers
Brad Boehler Group President SkyJack
Under the leadership of
Brad Boehler since 2011,
SkyJack has aggressively
expanded its business.
While the company’s
first products were
scissor lifts, Brad has
championed the objective of being a full line
access and telehandler supplier. Brad spoke
very honestly and openly about safety and
accidents by taking us through a manufacturer’s
history of incidents and industry improvements
with real data from experience in the aerial
work platform and rental business.

Paul Maxwell Business Development
Manager (Technical
Support) - AFI group
of companies
Next on the agenda was
AFI’s Paul Maxwell talking to
delegates about AFI’s latest
ideas and developments in
innovation and safety and how AFI have worked
with award-winning designers and manufacturers
to develop the CatchZone Safety Innovation.
Contact pmaxwell@afi-group.co.uk to find
out more information about this latest safety
innovation.

Martin Coyd OBE
- Head of Health,
Safety & Wellbeing Mace Construction
The afternoon sessions
were dedicated to mental
health in the workplace.
First to take the stage
was Martin Coyd, OBE
from Mace Construction. Martin delivered
an engaging and entertaining but thoughtprovoking presentation for the second year
running on mental health in the workplace. He
outlined the fact that although mental health
awareness within the sector has improved
dramatically in the last 12 months, over 400
construction workers still take their own lives
each year.
He identified the need to educate at all levels
within the organisation to adopt positive coping
strategies and identify stress triggers, then
provide clear pathways to help and support.

Andrew Delahunt - Director Technical &
Safety - IPAF

Neil Doherty - Chief Engineer NPD &
BIM Delivery - JLG

Andrew presented on IPAF’s latest safety
campaign ‘Plan Ahead’ which highlights the
main contributing factors to falls from the
MEWP platform and how these can be avoided
to ensure all those working with MEWPs plan
for safety from the ground before work starts.
Andrew told us that improving safety and
engaging the workforce through planning to
prevent accidents has led to a move in the UK
towards the first zero aerial lift fatalities year in
2018.

Phillip Godding – Manager, Product
Safety and Reliability - JLG

James de La Salle - Associate Director
- CIL

Neil Doherty and Phillip Godding took the
audience through a presentation on digital
safety technology developments and BIM
product development, highlighting shifts
in attitude that they are experiencing. He
demonstrated JLG’s innovations in safety
technology by combining a simulation of a
building with mobile technology to apply
Augmented Reality for site-based risk
assessments and other safety initiatives.

James de La Salle is from
CIL’s construction and
building products practice
and is responsible for CIL’s
construction forecasting. His
presentation provided a fresh
perspective and a positive
business and economic outlook for the sector,
with an interesting exercise on the collective
uncertainty that we are experiencing, by using
examples of ‘Myth v Reality’ from UK Media.
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Dylan Skelhorn - Founder - Safety Up
Next up, Dylan Skelhorn shared his poignant
and personal story about how in 2011 he fell
10 metres from a roof and ladder landing on
a brick wall and sustaining severe multiple
injuries. The completely avoidable accident
changed his life and led to serious mental health
challenges. His story is a harsh reminder to
us all at every level that unfortunately, these
incidents are still happening today.

Mark Davies - Founder - 7Futures Ltd

Rob Stephenson Founder Inside-Out.org
Rob was diagnosed
with bipolar disorder in
2002. He talked to us
about his own personal
struggles coping with
depression, how to
become resilient and
how mental health is
one of the greatest causes of sickness absence
in the UK. He then spoke about the ‘ripple
effect’ caused by more and more people in the
workplace acknowledging the issues and slowly
smashing the stigma of mental ill-health in the
workplace.

Mark’s presentation, called ‘Rest and Recovery
and why polar bears don’t do yoga’, was
both engaging and informative. He took us
through developing a resilience strategy by
understanding the body’s nervous system, how
rest and recovery was as important as the flight
or fight response, and how difficult it can be to
separate mental and physical symptoms.

David White - Group
Health, Safety
and Sustainability
Director - Galliford
Try Plc
The afternoon’s
agenda concluded with
an entertaining and
enlightening presentation
by David White on
how to create a bespoke mental health
framework for your company, using his own
organisation’s experiences. He talked about
how the Galliford Try team have overcome
barriers, measured successes, learned lessons
and engaged their workforce by developing an
award-winning mental health framework which
has resulted in a staggering reduction of 7,700
sickness days in just nine months.

Innovation in Action 2018
Examples of innovation on show at the conference included a
virtual reality simulator and our CatchZone safety innovation, an
accessory designed to prevent tools, equipment, and other work
related items being dropped from Scissor Lifts.

S

pecial thanks to our gold sponsors – SkyJack
and JLG & silver sponsors – Sterling, Dingli,
Platinum, Genie, Trackunit & Haloutte.

Guest speaker - Alistair Campbell
Special Guest Speaker,
Alastair Campbell the former
Director of Communications and
Strategy in Tony Blair’s Labour
government, closed the conference
with a twist. Having heard the
afternoon’s presentations on mental
health in the workplace, he took to
Twitter to announce that he was
going to speak about his issues on
mental health, drawing from his
own experiences and the challenges
he has faced throughout his career
following a mental breakdown in
1986, and subsequent bouts of
depression and addiction.
“Change is happening, and I really
feel we are close to the tipping

point in terms of people’s greater
understanding and society’s greater
openness about mental illness.”
Alastair saved his planned speech on
Brexit and the rationale for a second
referendum for after the evening
dinner and delivered a thoroughly
controversial yet, thought-provoking
close to the AFI Conference 2018
event.
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AFI continues major
fleet investment
W

e have already made several significant
investments in our fleet over the first half of 2018.
The AFI-Uplift fleet now has over 225 new MEWPs,
including over 120 from SkyJack 50 Dingli electric scissor
lifts and over 20 Genie MEWPs. We have also invested
more than £1m in new machines for our Super-Set large
machine range.
Wilson Access fleet
additions
A total of eight new machines
have been added to the Wilson
Access fleet, including six JLG
compact track mounts with a
working height range of 15.30m
to 25.60m and a working
outreach ranging from 6.60m to
13.75m. One Teupen LEO 31T
and one Bluelift C22/11.
Hampshire Plant & Access
investments

Rapid Platforms
25 new machines have been
added to the Rapid Platforms
fleet in 2018. These investments
include three Mace industries
BUMPA loading machines, Three
SkyJack scissor lifts and 12 Geda
hoists. The hoist range from
lifting 200kg to a working height
of 35m at a lifting speed of 25m/
min up to lifting 300kg to a height
of up to 100m, at a maximum
speed of 30m/min.

After completing a £1 million
investment programme in 2017,
Hampshire Plant & Access (HPA)
is continuing to invest another £1
million this year to further update
and expand its hire range. The
latest round of investment has
added almost 100 new machines
to the HPA fleet. These include:
• Nine JCB machines, including
6 excavators and three fronttip site dumpers
• 13 breaker machines

JLG 1250AJP

• Four Doosan Air compressors

£££

Genie SX-180

£1 MILLION BOOST FOR
AFI’S SUPER-SET FLEET
Extending our Super-Set
large machine range is
a key objective for AFI.
We currently have over 135
machines in the range and
we continue to see a demand
increase for these large machines.
We recently appointed Nick
Vinci, as Super-Set Project
Manager, a key appointment
to enable us to quickly deliver
large machines to sites for all
our clients, and to provide an
important link between the
depots, the account managers,
customer service and engineering
teams.
We have extended the range by
purchasing another Genie SX180 boom lift which is Genie’s
highest reaching self-propelled
boom and one of the world’s

• Ten Manitou telehandlers
• Over 20 scissor lifts and boom
lifts.

Genie SX-125XC

largest. With a working height
of 56.86m and a max horizontal
reach of 24.38m, the SX-180 is
designed for extreme access jobs.
We have also added another
3 x Genie SX-125 XC 40.10m
telescopic boom lifts to the large
machine range. The SX-125 XC
provides an outreach of 24.40
metres and a dual platform
capacity of 300kg and 454kg.
We have added two more JLG
1250AJP articulating boom lifts
which feature JLG’s patented
QuikStick® boom design and a
working height of 40.30m with
an outreach of 19.90m. We
have also purchased a Haulotte
HA32RTJ - well known for its
unrestricted working envelope
with a maximum 21.60m
horizontal outreach.

AFI GAINS ISO 9001:2015 AND 14001:2015 CERTIFICATION

W

e are delighted
to announce that
we have achieved ISO
9001:2015 and 14001:2015
certification.

We demonstrated that we
are customer-focused and
committed to delivering high
quality services by securing ISO
9001:2015 certification and we
were awarded ISO 14001:2015
certification across all our
sites, validating our ongoing
commitment to preserving the
environment in which we live and
work.
The internationally recognised
quality and environmental
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management certifications
replaces our previously held ISO
9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004
accreditations which become
obsolete later this year. The ISO
system has changed significantly.
The stringent transition process
has allowed us to align the
standards to our business
model and continue to drive
our business forward through
effective leadership and our
commitment to first class quality

and environmental systems.
We were required to undergo
rigorous assessments in order
to meet the new criteria. We
successfully demonstrated our
ongoing commitment to meeting
our customer expectations by
incorporating our environmental
and quality management systems
into the core business processes.
We achieved the accreditations
after successful transition audits
in December 2017.

Wilson Access Truck Mount
provides close up views of Tour
de Yorkshire Cycle Race

A

Wilson Access Hire Truck Mounted platform enabled
a TV production company to get close up views of
competitors in all four stages of the 2018 Tour de Yorkshire
cycling race.
The 2018 Tour de Yorkshire was
a four-day cycling stage race in
Yorkshire over 3–6 May 2018.
Kutunak Productions hired the
20.70m articulated Truck Mount
for the fourth year running
over the four days of the race
to film the cyclists crossing the
finishing lines in Doncaster, Ilkley,
Scarborough and Leeds.
The 10 metre horizontal outreach
and reach height of 20.70m of
the CTE ZED 21JH Nissan Truck
Mount was particularly important,
as it allowed the cameraman to
be positioned above the centre
of the road to capture the
cyclists as they crossed the finish
lines. The weight capacity of the
basket was also an important
consideration when specifying
the Truck Mount – its 300kg safe
working load capacity is higher
than other machines with similar
reach heights and was sufficient

P

PASMA took to Linkedin to
congratulate Brian:

Choose from the largest fleet of
machines available for sale in the UK

JLG 1930
Year: 2008
Fuel: Electric
Price from: £4,003

to carry the cameraman and his
equipment.
Wilson Access Hire provided
a driver and operator on site
throughout the events at each
of the four locations. Danny
Perkins, Wilson Access
Hire driver and operator
said:
“The Nissan Truck Mount is a
compact vehicle, and this made
it ideal for manoeuvring and
parking as it was very busy at the
finishing lines.”

PASMA APPOINTS AFI’S
BRIAN PARKER AS TRAINING
COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN

ASMA, the international
not-for-profit body
dedicated to the mobile
access tower industry,
has appointed AFI’s
Brian Parker, Business
Development Manager,
Technical Support, as new
Chairman of the PASMA
Training Committee.

New and used powered
access machines for sale

“Brian has over 20 years’
experience in training for the safety
sector and holds many credits to
his name, including Grad IOSH and
MIIRSM, and has served on the
BSI Committee for the review of BS
8460:2017 - safe use of MEWPs.
His skills and expertise will make
a most welcome contribution in
developing the future of PASMA
training.”
Brian has held senior health and
safety roles within the working at
height sector, including 15 years as
a senior IPAF training instructor.
He is an IPAF UK Council member
and new Chairman of the PASMA
Training Committee. He is a
current member of IPAF Training
Committee, as well as being an
active member of the Strategic
Forum Plant Safety Group MEWPs
Committee. Brian was also
recently appointed onto the HAE
Tools, Plant & Equipment Board.

SKYJACK SJ4626
Year: 2007
Fuel: Electric
Price from: £4,181

SKYJACK SJ6826RT
Year: 2007
Fuel: Diesel
Price from: £8,197

SKYJACK SJ9250
Year: 2004
Fuel: Diesel
Price from: £7,923

GENIE GZ3020N
Year: 2011
Fuel: Electric
Price from: £18,829

HAULOTTE
HA20PX
Year: 2006
Fuel: Diesel
Price from: £19,106

For more information, call us on
01924 224392 or visit our website at
www.afi-resale.co.uk
If you do not wish to receive any further
marketing communications from the AFI
group of companies visit
www.afi-group.co.uk/optout
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